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 Welcome to the latest issue of our club publication 'IN miniature'. As most of you would be aware, when I 
took over as editor in Aug last year, only one issue of the mag (vol 15/1) had been published during 2001. I 
could have taken the standard three months to put together what is supposed to be a quarterly publication 
at that point, but that would have meant distribution in Nov and effectively only 2 issues for 2001. However 
as I wanted to repay the members who had to endure receiving no magazine at all during 2000, I have pro-
duced 5 issues in the last 10 months in order to catch up on the schedule so we could have 4 issues in both 
2001 and 2002. As this has achieved with issue 16-2 being issued during the 2nd quarter of the year (June), 
from now the CDs will only be issued on a quarterly basis. The extra time that this frees up will enable me to 
have a chance to work on some other projects that I have in mind. 
       
 This issue includes the missing part 3 of Mick Mirkovic's series of articles on 25 Sqn RAAF. In addition I 
have finally had a chance to do the drawings for the 4th and last of my series of MiG-19 articles (featuring 
the Chinese built JJ-6 trainers and JZ-6 recce aircraft). In addition we have a Dauphin helicopter walkaround 
by Ryan Hamilton, an update to the article on the aircraft of Clyde Barnett (49 FG USAAF) by Mick Mirk-
ovic - with a lot of additional material from myself, an article on both sides of the 'Yugoslav Civil War' of 
1944/5 by Ley Reynolds and a major look at the schemes worn by the RAN Macchi MB326s by yours truly. 
Also in this issue courtesy of Mick Elst are photos of ALL the models that were at the Apr and May 2002 
meetings.       
 
 Next issue I hope to have the return of the series of articles on the Spitfire Mk.VIII in RAAF service with a 
look at 548/549 Sqns RAF. We might have some more Twin Otter material and I will probably run the Chi-
nese Dauphin photos that are mentioned by myself on the Dauphin walkaround page. Other content will de-
pend on whatever happens to come my way in the meantime. Finally as always, all and any material that 
you can contribute to this publication would be appreciated, especially things such as reviews etc. 
 
Stop Press – Well that was the plan for the next issue but at the June meeting the members voted to have a 
Korean War special for issue 16/3. 
 

Steve Mackenzie - Editor 
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The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch, 
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts de-
voted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling.  The club 
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when 
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday.  Meetings start at 1:00 PM 
and are held at 
 
       Ryde City Bowling Club 
       Blaxland Road 
       Top Ryde NSW 

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competi-
tions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for peo-
ple of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling. 
       If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 
or write to : 
       IPMS New South Wales 
       c/o P.O. Box 949 
       Glebe NSW  
       Australia  2037 

  One of the major of the MiG-19 variants that were developed by the 
Chinese A.F were the 2 seat training machines. Although at one 
stage many sources claimed that the USSR developed a two seat 
prototype of a MiG-19UTI such aircraft never existed, as the Rus-
sians were satisfied with using the MiG-15UTI 'Midget' as their only 
jet trainer in the 1950s. Many Western aviation mags were duped by 
an enterprising Eastern correspondent who made stacks of money 
from by selling retouched photos to them for wads of cash. 
             
 The Chinese however did develop two seat versions of both the 
MiG-17 and MiG-19. The MiG-19 machine was designated the JJ-6 
(FT-6 for export machines) which was created by extended the fuse-
lage behind where the old canopy ended. This moved the nose for-
ward although the wing remained in the same position. The canopy 
was then extended at the rear to accommodate the second cockpit. 
Two additional ventral fins are also fitted either side of the ventral fin 
that is present on all MiG-19/ J-6 variants. 
 
 The wing root cannons were deleted to make way for new fuel tanks 
to replace one in the fuselage that had to be deleted to fit in the sec-
ond crew position. The cannon in the port nose was however re-
tained to allow gunnery training (ignore the drawing in the 'Squadron' 
'MiG-19 in Action' book which shows the nose gun deleted - as usual 
Squadron do not know what they are talking about). All production 
machines that I have photos of used later airframes with the braking 
parachute fairing at the base of the vertical fin, however it is possible 
early machines lacked this. 
 
Apart from China, the JJ-6 (FT-6) was exported to most of the coun-
tries that purchased J-6 fighters from Beijing. The major foreign user 
was Pakistan who had FT-6 machines in a variety of schemes, two 
of the most common being the 3 tone Grey and overall White colours 
illustrated in this article. Other countries received them however, a 

few of which are illustrated on these pages. 

�����������	�	�����
���	������������

Pakistani FT-6 of 25 (Eagles) Sqn in 3 tone Grey scheme (this is the old version of the Sqn badge) 

Photos taken at 25th Regiment, 9th Div PLAAF base. 
 
Top: Lineup of JJ-6s at a Chinese airbase. Airframe 
'11401' in the foreground and ‘11403’ behind. 
Left: Close-up of ‘11403’ in lineup above. 
Lower: Taken at the same time as the other lineup. JJ-
6s ‘11401’ & ‘11403’ plus J-6s ‘11105’ & ‘11104’. 
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�������� ������ �	
�� ��� �	������� ������� ������ �	
�� ��� �	������� �����

3 tone upper surface scheme of Light Tan, Brown and Dark Green with Light Blue lower surfaces. National insignia are Medium Blue/ White in 
probably four positions only (either side of fin and above wings). Small Black serial no '405' on nose. This drawing is provisional only as I only 
had one poor B/W photo to go from. 

�������� �������� �	 
��� ��� �������� ���������� ������ �������� �	 
��� ��� �������� ���������� ����

3 tone Grey scheme- 2 Bluish Greys on upper and Light Grey lower surfaces. National insignia are Green/ White in six positions (plus tail 
flashes in same colours). Black serial no '10902' on nose and rear fuselage. Sqn badge carried on nose and tail fin is usually a Yellow Eagle on 
a Black circle outlined in Red - here they are incomplete Black circles only. Also stylised word 'Eagles' above nose numbers. 

�������� �������� �	
��� ����� �������� �	
��� ��� ��
Overall natural metal (not Silver painted). National insignia are Red/ Yellow in six positions. Red no '11401' on nose (no stencil breaks). 
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Two shots of FT-6 '3953' at Cairo A.B in 1981 

�������� ������� �	
���� ��� ����� ������ ������� �	
���� ��� ����� ����

Overall Light Grey. National insignia are Red/ White/ Black in six positions (plus tail flashes in same colours with Gold Eagle motif in centre). 
Black serial nos '3953' in Arabic script on nose. 

�������� �������� 	
 ��� ����� ���� ��� ������ �������� 	
 ��� ����� ���� ��� ����

Overall Gloss White. National insignia are Green/ Red in six positions (plus tail flashes in same colours). Black serial no '10840' on rear fuse-
lage with 'last 3' on nose. Red tips to nose and drop tanks. The Bengali aircraft are ex Pakistani and thus carry the same colour schemes. 

�������� �������� �� �	
� ��� ������� ��������
�� ������ �������� �� �	
� ��� ������� ��������
�� ����

Overall Gloss White. National insignia are Green/ White in six positions (plus tail flashes in same colours). Black serial no '10106' on rear fuse-
lage with 'last 3' on nose. Sqn badge carried on tail fin is a Black Eagle on a Yellow circle outlined in Black - usually also carried on nose but not 
this machine.       
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Very good set of photos taken at an exposition in I believe Shenyang, China Jul 2001 of a JJ-6 '11203' and J-6 Zin 
'11204'. I have included the two J-6 photos as they still show useful detail especially of the nose gun. Remember 
however that the two seaters do not carry the wing root weapons that are on the J-6.  
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Left: lineup of J-6 aircraft, probably same base.  
Right: JJ-6 during take off maneuver.  

Left: JJ-6 aircraft ‘44635‘ , 42nd Air Division.  
Right: JJ-6 aircraft ‘81383‘ , 22nd regiment, 8th Naval 
Air Division.  

Pakistani FT-6 '10113' of 14 (Sword) OCU Sqn in Overall White scheme 

Two views of what is probably the same JJ-6 taking off.  
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����� ��� ����	�����
 ����� ��
 ������ ������� ������� ����
 Overall natural metal (not Silver painted). National insignia are Red/ Yellow in six positions. Red no '3171' on nose (with a small stencil break 

on the initial '3' only both sides). 

 
 The rarest versions of the MiG-19/ J-6 series are the JZ-6 recce ver-
sions developed by Shenyang for the PLAAF. Although two such air-
craft are amongst the 5 or 6 defecting J-6 aircraft that are known to 
have made their way to mainly Taiwan, they are rarely identified as 
such. Only one source to my knowledge (Koku Fan Jul 1977) has ever 
run detail photos of the camera installation. 
 
 Although many western aviation sources claimed that the USSR de-
veloped a recce machine under the designation MiG-19R and put it 
into small scale production, it is very doubtful that such aircraft ever 
existed. There is no info or photos of such machines in recent Russian 
Aviation mags that I have seen. It is certainly another instance of the 
MiG-19UTI fiasco where many gullible capitalistic Western aviation 
mags were duped by an enterprising Eastern correspondent who 
made stacks of money from by selling retouched photos (of the so 
called MiG-19UTI) to them for wads of cash. 

             
 Early production JZ-6s had a camera set-up utilised for low level pho-
tography. The cameras were carried internally in the nose in place of 
the fuselage gun (the wing root weapons were retained) with little evi-
dence of their presence apart from the camera windows (see the page 
of detail shots of the installation). Later production machines had a 
more sophisticated set-up for high altitude work. As this utilised larger 
cameras it necessitated a bulged fairing under the nose in which part 
of the cameras were placed. Some production machines at least used 
later airframes with the braking parachute fairing at the base of the 
vertical fin, however early machines lacked this. 
 
 
For a page of detail photos of the camera installation of '3171' see 
page 10. 
For a page of overall shots of '3171' see page 11. 
For a page of detail shots of the airframe of '3171' see page 12. 

�����������	�	���������	���������������������

JZ-6 '3171' seen after seeking refuge in Taiwan in 1977  

��������
�����
������������	�	���������	��������������������
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Photo of '3283' after its arrival in Taiwan in 1987 

����� ��� ����	�����
 ����� ��
 ������ ������� ������� ����
Overall White scheme as seen on some PLAAF and Pakistani AF J-6 fighters and trainers. National insignia are Red/ Yellow in six positions. Red 

no '3283' on nose (with stencil breaks on all letters). This is based on a later airframe with braking parachute fairing at base of the fin. 

A photo that I found on the net of one of these later pro-
duction aircraft. Although of fairly poor quality, it gives a 
better idea of the size & position of the camera port situ-
ated at the rear of the pack. 

Larger drawing of the recce pack bulge as fit-
ted to this machine. There is one camera un-
derneath at the front of the bulge and a large 
port underneath at the rear. There is also an 
oblique camera port either side at the front of 
the pack. 

��������
�����
������������	�	���������	��������������������
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Closeup of Port and Starboard sides of the camera installation. Note there is a 3rd set of cameras underneath 
between the other two, seen only in side view here. by the way the round port at the front in the left photo is the 

landing light, not a camera port. These lights are carried on all J-6 aircraft. 

Two more distant photos of the airframe. The one on right gives details of the actual incident involved. Note that in 
the left hand photo what appears to be a bulge under the fuselage is just the drop tank on the starboard wing. 

More distant views of the camera installation. 

����������	�	���������	��������������
�
��� �
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Overall Airframe shots. Natural Metal overall (not painted). 

����������	�	���������	��������������
�
���!�
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Airframe detail shots. Natural Metal overall (not painted). 

����������	�	���������	��������������
�
���"�
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 Number 1 may be Red or Black outlined in White; the fin may carry a Red/ White Croation shield. 

 Ley's Hurricane Mk.IV model as referred to in the text. 

�#�$
���%�&�%���'��� ())�)*�
  

 In April l944 Axis/ Quisling Forces in Yugoslavia launched an offen-
sive against Josip Broz Tito's Partisans and on 25 May attacked his 
HQ at Drvar coming close to capturing Tito himself. After several nar-
row escapes, he was flown to Italy, soon returning to the island of Vis, 
from where he directed directed operations for the next few months. 
   
 The Axis air forces in the Balkans were initially quite weak (with a high  
proportion of training units), but as Partisan operations became wide-
spread and effective,  the Croatian Air Force was expanded and re-
equipped. By 1944 it fielded a well balanced force optimized for 
ground attack. 
       
 At the same time, two Yugoslav squadrons were formed within the 
RAF for operations in support of the Partisans, while the later raised 
two more Squadrons using Axis aircraft captured from the Axis forces 
or delivered by defecting aircrew (see Table 1). 
  

+��,-���.�

Many of the aircraft used in this conflict are available in 1/72 scale. 
The following notes on colours, markings and kits are based on my 
own references and kits in my possession. Assumptions are entirely 
my own and where matters are not clear this has been indicated in the 
text.  

Macchi MC 202/205 
 It seems that the Kroation Legion only used small numbers of these 
types and that all were in the standard  Italian scheme of light Blue-
Grey undersurfaces (Grigio Azzurro Chiaro) and tan - sometimes de-
scribed as Chestnut (Nocciola Chiaro) uppersurfaces with a dark Ol-
ive-Green (Verde Oliva Scuro) mottle, which was quite dense. Some of 
these aircraft retained the Italian white rear fuselage band, although it 
appears that Yellow under the wingtips and in a fusflage band was 
more common. 

 
Kits of these types are not numerous - Supermodel do an MC 205 
while that company, Frog, Hasegawa and recently Italeri had an MC 
202 in their ranges which vary from basic to very well detailed, with 
comensurate prices. The Italeri kit offers the best value for money. 

������������	
� 
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Fiat G.50 
 The small number of G.50's delivered to the NDH were all finished in 
a scheme of Dark Green (Verde Oliva Scuro) uppersurfaces over Light 
Blue-Grey (Grigio Azzurro Chiaro) undersurfaces., seemingly with Yel-
low fuselage bands and undersides of wingtips. At some stage at least 
two (possibly all?) had the fuselage band overpainted in a lightish 
Green. The serials appear to have been applied in a colour other than 
black (Yellow or Red seem to be the most likely). 
         
 Airfix produced a G.50 kit some 40 years ago which is intermittently 
available. The components are now showing their age and in any 
event have some serious shape/outline errors. I believe that there is a 
correction (or full?) kit, short run or resin from Italy but have no details. 
I assume it is horrendously expensive. 
 
 AML also produce a range of G.50 kits - I have no further details but 
the price seems reasonable for a short run kit. Can any member pro-
vide more details. 
 

Morane Saulnier MS.406 

 Approximately 40 MS.406s (possibly including a few MS.410's with 
revised wings) were delivered to Croatia by Germany after their inva-
sion of the Unoccupied Zone of France in November 1942. Reports 
state that these aircraft were overhauled and repainted before delivery. 
Croatian sources describe them as being finished with RLM 70 or 71/
RLM 02 uppersurfaces and RLM 65 Undersurfaces and fuselage 
sides, the latter being mottled in RLM 02. However considering Luft-
waffe fighter camouflage by this date I believe it more likely that the 
colours were RLM 74/75/76. It is unclear if the Yellow theatre markings 
were ever applied to the MS.406's - "2505" and "2508" certainly did not 
carry them when photographed. 
         
 Three kits of this type have appeared to date. The oldest, by Frog/
Novo, is crude by current standards and omits several obvious fea-
tures of the original. That from Heller builds into quite a reasonable 
model although cockpit and wheel-well detail needs to be added; its 
overall shapes and dimensions are acceptable. The latest kit of the 
MS.406, from Hasegawa, has slightly better surface detail but again 
rather bare cockpit and wheel-wells -  and this from a kit costing A
$25.00+ (the Heller kit being A$9.00- 12.00!). Again "you pays your 
money and makes your choice" 

����� ����	 
����
	 � �������	 ���	 �������	 ������� ����	 
����
	 � �������	 ���	 �������	 ����

Serial apparently Yellow; non standard spinner - White with Black spiral. This aircraft was flown to Partisan territory by its pi-
lot late in 1944. 

Photo of Ley's Bu 181 
model. 

������ ��	
���� ������ ������� � ��	������ ���� �������� �������� ��	
���� ������ ������� � ��	������ ���� �������� ��

 Probably in the RLM 74/75/76 scheme. Spinner is divided in halves White and a darkish colour (Green or Blue?). Fuselage 
mottle may be RLM 02. 
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Bucker Bu 181 
 All Luftwaffe references in my possession state that the Bu 181s were 
delivered in a scheme consisting of RLM 70/71 uppersurfaces with 
RLM 65 undersurfaces. However recent publications from Croatia illus-
trate this type as having a single Green on the uppersurfaces and the 
few rather poor photographs seem to support this. I have no idea why 
NDH Bu 181s would not be in standard Luftwaffe colour schemes. 
 
 As far as I am aware, the only Bu 181 kit is from Huma, and although 
one of their early offerings, it makes up into a neat little replica straight 
from the box with minimal preparation. It has quite good detailing inter-
nally and externally. My model is finished in an RLM 65/70/71 scheme, 
which may not be correct, and I now think the serial number is not tall 
enough. This scheme was taken from a RAF intelligence report com-
piled after it's crew had flown the aircraft to Italy on the night of 3-4 
September, 1944. 

 
Fiesler Fi156 

The situation with the Fi 156 is the same as with the Bu 181, with Ger-
man sources showing RLM 65/70/71 colours while recent Croatian 
books show Green uppersurfaces and RLM 65 undersurfaces. Again 
clear photographs are not available and those that are can be inter-
preted either way. Thus the modeller must make up his own mind. 
         
 Airfix, Heller and Academy have Fi 156s in their ranges and all these 
can be made into decent models, although the Academy offering is the 
most detailed. The main item is to check is the undercarriage to en-
sure that the oleos are modelled correctly compressed since their 
travel once unloaded was considerable. 
 

Hawker Hurricane 
 

 By late 1944, the Hurricane IV was the only version of the type still 
operational in Italy. All Mark IV's were produced with Dark Green/ 
Ocean Grey uppersurfaces and Medium Sea Grey undersurfaces, and 
it appears that the vast majority of Italian based aircraft retained the 
Sky rear fuselage band while many also carried the Yellow wing lead-
ing edges applied to UK based fighters.  
         

  
The most notable feature of the Hurricane IV was the armour plating 
around the radiator, while armament usually comprised eight RP'S for 
short range missions or four RP's and a drop tank for longer range 
ones. A single 0.303" Browning was mounted in each wing for ranging. 
 
 Any Hurricane IIc kit can be used as a basis for a Mark IV conversion, 
the recent Revell release probably being the pick of the bunch, al-
though Smer have a re-release of the Heller kit complete with etched 
brass cockpit details, resin radiator and RP's on launchers and revised 
decals. The work required comprises removal of the cannon and the 
drum fairings on the wing uppersurface; filling the shell ejection 
chutes; Plasticard plating to the radiator; and drilling a gun port in each 
wing between the cannon locations. A drop tank and/or RP's and 
launchers can then be fitted. My model was based on a Matchbox Hur-
ricane IIc with the modifications noted above, a home cast resin tropi-
cal filter and stores from the Airfix Hurricane I/II (the only thing the later 
is good for!). 
 

Supermarine Spitfire 
  
The Spitfire Vcs used by 352 (Yugoslav) Squadron had apparently 
been overhauled before delivery and most seem to have been shipped 
direct from the UK. Thus the predominant colour scheme was Dark 
Green/ Ocean Grey uppersurfaces and Medium Sea Grey undersur-
faces with Sky spinner and rear fuselage band, but only a few carried 
the Yellow wing leading edges. At least one machine was finished in 
Dark Earth/ Midstone/ Azure Blue however and several had darkish 
spinners (Red in all likelihood). 
 
 Smer have recently re-released the Heller Spitfire Vb kit with revised 
wings for a Mk.Vc which is adequately detailed and reasonably priced, 
although panel lines are raised and the ventral 'gull wing' is missing. 
The alternative would be to convert the Airfix Vb - remove the under-
wing cannon drum fairings and rearrange the barrels- which has the 
correct 'gull wing' but lacks 'internals', or similarly convert the recent 
Revell Mk.Vb which lacks the 'gull wing' but has superior internal and 
external detailing. 

������� �� �	
�� ��	 ��� �������� ��	��� ����� ��� �������� � ����� ���������� ���� �������� ����������� �� �	
�� ��	 ��� �������� ��	��� ����� ��� �������� � ����� ���������� ���� �������� ����

Yellow serial, fuselage band and under wingtips. 

������ ����	
��� �� ���������� ��� ����������  !��"���� #����� ��������	�� �$�������� ����	
��� �� ���������� ��� ����������  !��"���� #����� ��������	�� �$��

 Upperwing markings consist of red stars superimposed on the Type B roundel. 
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Yellow fuselage band and wingtip undersides. 

Dornier Do 17 
  
Both Do 17Es and Zs were used by the NDH. All my references quote 
a colour scheme of RLM 65/70/71 (and information from Croatia 
seems to be in agreement) with Yellow theatre markings. 
         
 Only one kit of the Do 17E is available - from Airfix - and despite it's 
20+ year age, the components still exhibit little flash and fit together 
quite well. Internal detail is rather sparse and the canopies are thick. 
My model was built straight from the box for this series and finished  

 
with the long defunct Compucolor range of paints. 
         
 Lindberg, Frog and Monogram have all at some time released Do 
17Zs. The first is inaccurate and toy like and should be avoided. Both 
the other two can be built into quite decent models, although external 
detail is a trifle coarse and 'internals' almost non-existent. One of the 
two is currently available under the Revell label$25.00+ (the Heller kit 
being A$9.00- 12.00!). Again "you pays your money and makes your 
choice" 

������������ 
������� �� ���������� ��� ��������� 
!��"���� ��� ����������� #�$$���������� 
������� �� ���������� ��� ��������� 
!��"���� ��� ����������� #�$$

 Dark Earth/Middle Stone/Azure Blue scheme, Black serial on light panel - probably Sky, White 'G'. Note misshapened fuse-
lage star.(Editors note- you are also going to need the 'Aboukir' filter from an Italeri Spit.V kit for this one). 

������� �� �	
� �
����� ����� ������ ����� ������� �� ����� �� ���� � !!������� �� �	
� �
����� ����� ������ ����� ������� �� ����� �� ���� � !!

Swastika appears to be 'White outline' type and fuselage cross Dark Green (or Grey) rather than Black. '2899' on 
fin is White (shown Black for clarity), the letter 'H' appears on the wing leading edges just outboard of the nacelles. 
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View of Ley's Dornier Do 17E model as referred to in the text. 

Underside view of Ley's Hurricane Mk.IV model as referred to in the text.  
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TABLE 1  
AIR FORCES 1944  
 
CROATION  
 
Nezavisne Drzave Hrvatske (NDH)  
 
1 Fighter Squadron G 50, Fi 167  
2 Fighter Squadron G 50, MS406, Bf 109G 
3.Bomber Squadron Do 17E/K  
4.Bomber Squadron Bre 19, Potez 25, FP 2  
5.Army Co-operation Squadron FP 2, Potez 25, R 100  
6 Army Co-operation Squadron Bre 19  
7 Bomber Squadron DO 17E/K, FP 2  
13 Bomber Squadron Ca 311/314  
14 Fighter Squadron MS406  
15 Bomber Squadron Ca 311  
19 Liason Squadron Bu 131, BU 181, FL 3, Potez 25, Fokker F39  
20 Liason Squadron BU 181, BE 51, SAIMAN 200  
21 Fighter Squadron MS406, G 50  
22 Fighter Squadron MS406  
23 Fighter Squadron MS406  
 
Kroat Jagdgruppe 1 - 1,2 Staffeln Bf 109G, MC 202, MC 205 (1)  
 
Kroat Kampfgruppe 1 - 1, 2, 5 Staffeln Do 17Z, Ju 87B, CR42, Br20, Cant Z1008 (2)  
 
(1)Composed of Croat personnel who had served with 15 (Kroat)/JG 52  
(2)Composed of Croat personnel who had served with 15 (Kroat)/KG 3.' and 15 (Kroat)/KG 53  
 
PARTISAN FORCES  
 
Royal Air Force (RAF)  
 
351 (Yugoslav) Squadron Hurricane IV  
352 (Yugoslav) Squadron Spitfire V  
 
Yugoslav National Liberation Army Headquarters  
 
Liason squadron Po-2, Bf 109G, G50, Ju-87  
Mostar Airfield Squadron Bf 109G, DO 17E, Fi 167, Fw 190F, FP 2, MS406  
 
 
 
Text and illustrations by Ley Reynolds.  
 
Editor's Notes- Copyright is held by Mr Reynolds and no portion of the text or illustrations may be repro-
duced without his written authorisation. Drawings not reproduced to a constant scale.         
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 Solomons Airlines DHC-6 rego H4-SID seen at Cairns in 1996 
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 49th F.G. over Darwin Pt.2 update. 
 
 This is an update of Mick’s previous article that appeared in News & 
Views 10/3 and corrects some errors and adds some additional infor-
mation that has appeared since he did the original article in 1993. 
 
 Clyde Barnett was a member of the 8th Fighter Squadron (8 FS) of 
the 49th Fighter Group (49 FG) USAAF during their service in Australia 
and New Guinea. He was initially with the 8 FS's 'Blue Flight' based at 
Strauss Airstrip near Darwin. Later they moved to New Guinea, Barnett 
eventually being promoted to Capt and holding the positions of Sqn 
Exec and Ops Officer. 
             
 The 8 FS arrived at Strauss near Darwin on 17 Apr 1942 to join the 
remainder of the 49 FG which was tasked with defending Darwin from 
Japanese attacks in the absence of suitable RAAF Fighter units (the 
only RAAF units equipped with relatively modern  fighters in the SWPA 
at that time were 75 and 76 Sqns whose P-40s were required for use 
in New Guinea).  
 
 The Japanese were well aware from Recce sorties that the 49 FG had 
arrived and laid on a large raid for Anzac Day (25th Apr 1942). Lt Bar-
nett scored his first victory (a 'Betty') during this raid, while flying P-40E 
Sqn no '51' as depicted by two photos. It has not been recorded in the 
various refs whether this was his personal machine at the time or 
which aircraft he used to score his second victory on 27th April.  
 
 In early May 1942 Clyde Barnett received P-40E-1 '55' which he 
named 'Smiley'. As part of Blue Flight it was marked with the Spinner 
and name in that colour, the aircraft no '55' being in the 8 FS colour of 
Yellow. This machine is illustrated by several photos including the 
heading one of Barnett in the cockpit on this page and the first set of 
drawings. Notice in the photo taken shortly after receipt that it has six 
wing guns at that stage. 

       
  
Later (in Jun 1942 according to Mick) Clyde Barnett received another 
P-40E-1 '55' which he named 'West Palm Beach Play Boy'. Markings 
were basically similar to 'Smiley' apart from the change of name and 
updating of Barnett's rank to Capt. After moving to New Guinea in Oct 
1942, this aircraft gained further artwork on the rear fuselage ahead of 
the U.S 'Star & Bar' as shown in the photos on the next page. 

 
Editor's Notes 

 
 1. As received from Mick, this article only had amended drawings and 
notes pointing out the changes from Mick's original article that ap-
peared in 1993 (in issue 10/3 of 'News and Views'). I have taken the 
liberty of adding in all the original colour info so that the article is a 
stand alone entity. I also added the several paragraphs of background 
info in the first column. 
  
 2. I have also added the schemes that are on pages 21 (bottom), 22 & 
23 -  the P-40s being found in the Schiffer 49th FG history that was not 
available to Mick. At this point I should mention that although I have 
presented the scheme of 'West Palm Beach Play Boy' as drawn by 
Mick (i.e overall Olive Drab upper surfaces), the second photo appears 
to show a 2 tone upper scheme, that of Dark Green & Dark Earth. As 
the nose appears to be all Olive Drab, I suspect that the photo of the 
rear fuselage with the circular Palm Beach scenery badge is actually a 
different machine, possibly the same one as the Green/ Brown ma-
chine on  page 21,22.  

Lt Clyde Barnett (as he was then) in the cockpit of P-40E 'Smiley' at Strauss Airdrome May 1942. Note how the fuel 
spillage from the refueling point behind the cockpit stains the paint work. 

By Mick Mirkovic & Steve Mackenzie 
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Top Row:         Left – Barnett and his ground crew by the nose of '51' after the combat of 25/4/42. 
                        Right –  Barnett pointing out a bullet hole on '51'. 
Middle Row:     Left – Clyde Barnett's new machine '55' having its guns harmonised shortly after receipt. 
                        Right –  Later photo of '55' 'Smiley' with only four guns. 
Bottom Row:   Left – Photo of the nose of the first 'West Palm Beach Play Boy' as drawn on the next page. 
                       Right –  Photo of the rear fuselage of the first 'West Palm Beach Play Boy'. 

Details of the Colors on the personal insignia of ‘West Palm Beach Play Boy’ above (Keyed to Drawing Notes). 
 
2a.  For detail of nickname in the correct style see the photo (note several letters have red Shadows which are difficult to see on the photo). 
 
2b.  Additions added in New Guinea (see photo) are listed below. 
 
'Donald  Duck' sticking out from behind the roundel- 
 
Beak, Bowtie & Buttons Yellow,  Sailor Suit Dark Blue with Light Blue cuff & neck flap stripes, Sailor cap Light Blue with Dark Blue band, Head, 
Face ,Eyes and Hands - White, Pupils and detailing Black. 
 
Palm Beach scenery - this was done in chalks not paint. Sun Yellow & Orange, Sky & Clouds Mid & Light Blue, Palm Trees - Brown Trunks and 
Green tops, Beach - Light and Dark Brown, Sea - Dark and Light Blue, Highlights White, Yellow, Brown and Blue. Outer Ring Black. 
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 Uppersurfaces Olive Drab 41, FS 34087. Undersurfaces Neutral Grey 43, FS 36173. Pilots name, nose and tail nos - Yellow. Japanese meat-
balls Insignia Red. 'Smiley' is Mid Blue (mixed from Insignia Blue and White) as is the Spinner cap. Wheel hubs were Olive Drab (Ed - actually to 
me it looks more like Chromate Green). Prop blades Black with 4" Yellow tips. 'U.S Army' under wings in Black. '55' and 'Smiley' on the nose are 
larger than drawn originally and the wheel hubs are not Mid Blue as stated in the original article. 
 
la.   Detail of Pilots name and kill marks (2 red circles) under windscreen. 
 
Reference : P-40 Warhawk in WW II Colour, J.L.Ethell, Page 60, Darwin's Air War (Bob Alford) P.38, photos attached. 
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Uppersurfaces U.S equivalents of Dark Green/ Dark Earth. Undersurfaces Neutral Grey 43, FS 36173. Pilots name in White with 3 kill marks (see 
3a). Spinner and tail numbers - Yellow. Rudder is an Orangey/ Yellow colour. 'West Palm Beach Play-Boy' on nose is White. Wheel hubs were 
Neutral Grey. 'U.S Army' under wings in Black outlined White.  
 
Reference : 'Protect & Avenge' The 49th Fighter Group in WWII (Schiffer) P127, photos attached   
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Colour scheme as above except for pilots name being updated to show 'Capt', Tail number is Yellow. 'West Palm Beach Play Boy' is in White 
(thinly painted) with Red highlights (see note 2a.- On previous page) and the wheel hubs were also Olive Drab. The additions to the scheme which 
were added in New Guinea are listed at 2b. 
 
Reference : P-40 Warhawk in WW II Colour, J.L.Ethell, Pages 61 and 62, 49th Fighter Group (E.R McDowell) Squadron P13, photos attached 
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Foliage Green and Earth Brown upper, Trainer Yellow lowersurfaces with Black Serials. Trainer Yellow fuselage and upper 
wing bands. Spinner Black. 'A1' fuselage roundels, 'A' type under wings and 'B' type above with Red/ White/ Blue tail stripes 
(see photo). Number '94' on nose Yellow. Underwing serials (not shown on drawing) probably carried in Black.  

A17-494 the borrowed Tiger Moth that was used by 49 FG as a hack in Darwin 

 As mentioned on page 19, Clyde Barnett moved to New Guinea with 
the 8 FS (and the remainder of the 49 FG) in October 1942 (defence of 
Darwin was taken over by the newly formed 77 Sqn RAAF under S/Ldr 
Dick Creswell at this time). Initially the 49th was based at the Port Mo-
resby complex. At this stage Barnett was still flying the original 'West 
Palm Beach Play Boy' as illustrated on the previous page. 
 
 Sometime around the end of 1942 Barnett came down sick and was 
off flight status for approx four months (the Group History is not spe-
cific about dates on this). During this period he took on the job of 8 FS 
Ops Officer and later Exec Officer in a non flying capacity. 
 
 Clyde Barnett returned from medical leave to resume flight status at 
Dobodura in Mar 1943. He took over an old stager P-40E (8 FS was 
still equipped with this type), numbered it '55' and named it 'West Palm 
Beach Play-Boy' again. Note the slightly different spelling of the name 
with a hyphen in 'Play-Boy' and the completely different style that it 
was painted compared to the first one. 
 
 This machine was definately painted in the RAF style 2 tone upper 

surface scheme and has a rudder painted in an Orange-Yellow colour. 
At least two other 8 FS machines (nos 42 & 50) are known to have had 
similarly painted rudders around this period. Barnett used this machine 
to score his 3rd victory over a 'Zero' on 11 Mar 1943. 
 
 During July 1943, the 8th FS finally got to trade in their old P-40E 
models for new P-40Ns. Barnett got a new machine coded '55' as 
usual but this time he named it 'MiaMi MisHap'. This aircraft was in 
standard USAAF colours of the time of Olive Drab/ Neutral Grey. 8 FS 
colours of Yellow/ Black were added to the Spinner and Tail for I.D 
purposes. From Sept 1943 vertical tail surfaces were painted White for 
recognition as a 'friendly'. Barnett scored his 4th and last victory in this 
machine on 7th Nov 1943. At the end of Nov 43 Clyde Barnett returned 
to the U.S, the last 49 FG aircrew from the Darwin days to do so (his 
period off flying status no doubt contributed to him going home later 
than his contemporaries). 
 
Material on Pages 22 & 23  by the Editor (Steve Mackenzie). All draw-
ings by Steve Mackenzie (those of the first 2 P-40s from originals sup-
plied by Mick Mirkovic). 
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Left: Another photo of the first 'West Palm Beach Play Boy'. Note 'U.S' part of 'U.S Army' under 
starboard wing.  Right: A17-494 again. Taken on Ortho film so some colours look different 

The second 'West Palm Beach Play-Boy'. Definitely 2 tone upper surfaces. Notice the Outlined 
'U.S Army' and the rudder which is painted a colour darker than Yellow 
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Uppersurfaces Olive Drab 41, FS 34087. Undersurfaces Neutral Grey 43, FS 36173. White vertical tail surfaces (note unlike RAAF Kit-
tyhawks, the horizontal tail surfaces on 49 FG P-40s were still camouflaged and not painted in White). Pilots name in White with 4 kill 
marks (see 4a). Nose numbers - Yellow. 'Miami Mishap' is in White. Spinner and upper tips of tail surfaces Yellow and Black. Star insig-
nia with White only bars in 4 positions. 
 
Reference : 'Protect & Avenge' The 49th Fighter Group in WWII (Schiffer) P216, photos attached   

‘Miami Mishap‘. Yes I know, very poor quality but that’s 
all there as available 
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Scheme is Foliage Green over Sky Blue lower surfaces. Note worn White leading edges 
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 Trumpeter has recently released the Dauphin (HH-65A/SA-365) Heli-
copter in 1/48. This has been a popular helicopter and is flown by 
many countries around the world, including the Victoria Police and Am-
bulance service. This is reflected in the three different kits issued - US 
Coast Guard (HH-65A), Chinese Army, and Icelandic (SA-365).  
Ascetically these are all the same kit, with different decals, and in the 
case of the Chinese Army, an extra sprue containing weapons. 
  
The following photos were taken onboard the French Frigate FNS Ven-

demiaire F734, while it was moored in Sydney, during March 2001. 
The Frigate, which is normally assigned to New Caledonian waters, 
was enjoying a rest after some months in East Timor. The Frigate was 
open to visitors, which allowed the opportunity for a close up photo 
session on this rare visitor to Australia. Although the Trumpeter re-
lease is the short nose version of the Dauphin, the photos give the 
general layout of the helicopter, and what can be done with a little 
work.  

 

Macchi A7-025 of 25 Sqn pictured with A7-076 of 76 Sqn near Pearce. Not surprisingly these two are the most 
photographed airframes, being used for a large number of the publicity shots by the RAAF. Photo RAAF Official 
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Photos - (Left to Right – Top to Bottom order) 
 
(1) Front port quarter – From the number of tire down point this heli-
copter isn’t going anywhere fast. All opening and intakes are cov-
ered with watertight covers, blades are locked down as well. The 
procedure for folding the main rotor blade is more manual then other 
naval helicopter type, thus they are only folded when necessary. An 
interesting feature, common to most modern warships with helicop-
ter facilities is the rail/tractor system under to nose wheel, which 
guides the Dauphin into the hanger in rough conditions. Note the 
search light beneath the rear cabin door. 
 
(2) Front starboard quarter – much the same as the first photo. Note 
the floatation gear below the crew doors. The ‘over sized‘ winch is 
prominent in this photo.  
 
(3) Cabin entry, winch, and tie down point. The cabin has been 
‘weather proofed‘ with plastic covers on all the seating, and a fibre-
glass floor to protect the interior against salt and water. The large 
winch hangs over the entry. Note the equipment housing behind the 
pilot’s seat. 
 

(4) Pilot entry door and tie down point. 
 
(5) Front on photo showing that big nose, (not included in the Trum-
peter kit). 
 
(6) Cabin entry door and mid fuselage. Squadron badge is painted 
on the door, and the French roundel lacks the yellow outline. More 
aerials below the fuselage. 
 
(7) Rear Port side of the French Frigate FNS Vendemiaire F734, 
showing the hanger, flight deck with Dauphin. The area beneath and 
behind the flight deck houses sonar equipment including a sub-
mersible sonar vehicle about a third the size of the Dauphin.  
 
(8) Rear Starboard fuselage – Fold of the tail just above the aircraft 
serial number for hanger storage. Large aerial on the lower fuse-
lage.  
 
Editor’s Note - While looking for material for my JJ-6 and JZ-6 
articles in this issue, I came across a number of photos of Chinese 
Army (PLAAF) and Navy Dauphins (local designation = Z9), which I 
will run in the 16/4 issue. 

Color Scheme 
  
Exterior - Medium Grey FS36237 & Light Ghost Grey FS36375 
Squadron markings and serial numbers are the reverse Grey.  
Interior - Cockpit – everything in Black (Seats, floor, controls, etc) 

• Cabin - Dark Gull Gray floor, walls and ceiling,   

• Cabin Seats gloss red plastic covers. 
 
Undercarriage Bays  - Gloss White 
Rotor Hub - Gloss White  
Rotor Blades - Light Ghost Grey FS36375 with natural metal leading 
edge. 
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Beautiful Official photo of N14-075 taken in I believe N.Z. Photo: RAN 
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The Royal Australian Navy (RAN) received 10 of the Macchi MB326s 
that were constructed by C.A.C. The RAN Macchis had serials that 
were integrated into the overall series issued but were prefaced by 'N14' 
instead of 'A7' used by the RAAF. i.e N14-087 instead of A7-087 which 
it would have been serialled with the RAAF. 
   
 The first six machines arrived in 1970, the balance in 1971. The aircraft 
operated from HMAS Albatross (the Navy's shore base establishment 
at Nowra). They were assigned to VC-724 which was a training unit that 
had 2 seat Vampires for the purpose of training Naval aviators (VC-724 
later also used a few Skyhawks - both single and 2 seaters- alongside 
the Macchis). 
       
 Two aircraft were lost in RAN service (Apr 71 & Dec 1972) the remain-
ing eight airframes being handed back to the RAAF in 1983, when it 
was decided that fixed wing flying would be shut down in the RAN as 
the 'Melbourne' was not going to be replaced. The end for the Navy 
Macchis came with a final mass flypast and ceremony at Albatross on 
16 June 1983. 
 

 COLOURS 
 
 Although there was only a small number of aircraft involved, the RAN 
Macchis had a surprisingly large number of variations in the way that 
they were painted. Originally when first received, the aircraft were in the 
same 'Fanta Can' scheme of Orange and White as the RAAF's trainers 
at 2FTS and CFS (see last month's 25 Sqn article for full details of this 
scheme). After about 12 months they were repainted in the Oxford Blue/ 
White scheme that was prevalent on RAN shore based aircraft. 
 
  In the case of the MB326s this merely entailed replacing the Orange 
portion of the colour scheme by Oxford Blue (the under surfaces etc re-
maining Aluminium, with White panels in the centre of the wing upper 
surfaces. Areas on trailing edge of upper wings, flaps and ailerons were 
in Aluminium Lacquer - as initially were the rudders). See the article in 
the last issue for 3 view drawings of the 'Fanta Can' scheme, and re-
place the Orange with Oxford Blue to see what the scheme looked like. 
 
 RAN Macchis wore 'Navy' titles on the outsides of the wing tip tanks 
(usually White but see the couple of exceptions drawn) and later also 
on the vertical fin in many cases. VC-724 usually put their badge on the 
forward fuselage below the cockpit and eventually aircraft carried the 

VC-724 Yellow triangular flash on the tails in place of the 'Navy' title. 
There were however many small variations between machines at differ-
ent times such as the size of 'NAVY' titles (see drawings and photos 
with this article). 

Top: Several machines in the early 'Fanta Can' 
scheme including the one with outlined 'NAVY' titles 

 
Lower: The lineup prior to the final farewell flypast 
 
Both Photos : RAN 
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N14-078 in the 'Fanta Can' scheme in which it was originally received. Gloss Orange & White fuselage with lower surfaces in Aluminium Lacquer. 
Black serials, Anti-glare panel and 'NAVY' titles. Light Grey tail plane tip with Aluminium rudder. Red/ White/ Blue roundels (six positions) - no tail 
flashes carried on RAN Macchis. The tip tanks are Orange with Black inner portions for anti-glare. N14-073 (864) and N14-074 (865) were also 
marked like this in one photo.  
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N14-073 in a slightly later version of the above scheme. The tail plane tip and rudder have been overpainted Orange (with the rudder being lighter 
in shade due to the underneath colour bleeding through). Black 'NAVY' titles have now been added to the outside of the wing tanks. N14-074 
(865) is also known to have been marked like this. Note - nose number '864' now appears to be slightly larger in size than before.  
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This one is a variation of the scheme on N14-078, but is has 'NAVY' titles on both the fin and tip tanks which are very unusual in being Black with 
White outlines. Have not seen any others marked like this, but photos of the RAN aircraft in the 'Fanta Can' scheme are fairly rare however. None 

of the Orange/ White aircraft appear to carry the VC-724 badge either. 
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This is probably how the aircraft originally looked when the Orange was overpainted with Oxford Blue. Very similar to how they were marked previ-
ously except the 'NAVY' titles on the fin and tip tanks are now in White (the previous Black titles would have shown up very poorly against the 
Dark Blue colour). The '860' number is slightly lower to be on the Blue band. 
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One does not need to be Einstein to figure out that the problem with the above scheme was that the last letter of 'NAVY' on the tail tended to be 
hard to read against the colour of the rudder. To remedy this they then painted the fin tip and rudder in White with the letter of the word 'NAVY' 
that is on the rudder Black (the 'Y' on port side and 'N' to starboard). 
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The next variation had the rudder painted Blue with the fin tip White. The 'NAVY' title on the fin is now all in White. For the first time the unit badge 
now makes an appearance under the cockpit. 
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Left: Taken during the farewell flypast.  Right: Another photo of '866' taken at the same time as the heading photo 
on page 26. Both photos: RAN 
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 Now we come to the last of the major changes. VC-724 painted their Yellow tail flashes (same as used on their Skyhawks) on the forward tail fin 
replacing the 'NAVY' titles, the tail tip and rudder being in White. 
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Near the end of their service, there was a minor change made to the above scheme which added the last digit of the nose (side) number on the tip 
of the tail in Black. The unit badge is also futher back on this machine in the photo, on others it is seen either above the side number as before or 
omitted altogether. 
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Above to left is the RAN Macchi fleet list. Note that the nose (side) numbers do not 
strictly follow the serial order, the lowest 4 Nos (860-863) being issued to the last 4 ma-
chines received.  Right is the HMAS Albatross badge. 

Photo well illustrating how markings varied from one machine to another. The rear machine '868' has 
the small number on the tail tip unlike the one in front of it. Photo: RAN 
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Now for a couple of oddities. This machine was in the standard scheme with the VC-724 flash on the tail, but in the photo the 'NAVY' title on the 
drop tanks is obviously not White and appears to be the same Yellow as the tail flash. 
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Two photos of the Albatross display machine. In the left hand photo the bird is White, to right it is painted in Yellow. 
Photos: RAN 

This is what happened to the RAN fleet after they returned to the RAAF after June 1983. Photo shows 2 OCU RAAF personnel removing traces 
of Navy ownership from an ex RAN Macchi at Williamtown. Nose numbers, 'NAVY' titles and VC-724 markings have been removed and 2 OCU 
markings added to the fin along with the tail flash (which the RAN did not use). The serial would have also been changed to 'A7' instead of 'N14' 
prefix and the last 2 digits have been added to the tail tip. The Oxford Blue/ White scheme would have been retained until the aircraft went in for 
major servicing and repainting. 
   
References: The two major refs that I used for this article were 'Vampire, Macchi and Iroquois in Australian Service' by Stewart Wilson 
(published by Aerospace Publications 1994), and 'Wings Across the Sea' by Ross Gillett (published by Aerospace Publications 1988). 
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This appears to have been the Albatross display machine used at various air displays. I have only seen this one machine in 
this scheme but the colour of the Albatross on the tail varied at times. In one photo it is White, but in another it is painted in 
Yellow (take your choice). 
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This is Part 3 of the series of articles dealing with the various aircraft 
that 25 Sqn have flown over their history. This particular part features 
the 1939-42 schemes worn on Avro 626 Cadets and some transient 
Swordfishes that were on loan to the unit for a period (being ex FAA 
aircraft that were offloaded in the West at the time). 
       
 This is the last of the original 25 Sqn material that Mick put together 
which covered the entire history of the unit. (Ed note - Parts 1 & 2 cov-
ering the periods 1939-1959 & 1990-1991 appeared in 'New & Views'  

 
 
issues 1 & 2 /Vol 10 from 1993. Part 4 covering the 1997-8 period will 
was in the last issue of 'IN miniature' Vol 16-1).       
       
 We will however now cover certain aspects in greater detail. I covered 
the 1989-1997 Macchis last issue, and there will be an upcoming arti-
cle on the unit's Vampires with much additional photographic material 
shortly. 
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Overall - Fabric covered areas - Aluminium Dope.  Metal covered areas - Polished Metal.  Wing Struts & Wheel Hubs - Black 
Serials - Black (also carried under lower wings).  Insignia - Roundels - Bright Red/White/ Bright Blue (6 positions). 
 
Reference : 25 Sdn archives ( thanks Jim EFTOS ) 
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By Mick Mirkovic 

Cadet A6-19 of 25 Sqn pictured at Pearce in 1939. Photo RAAF Official 
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Additional very clear and detailed Cadet photos that I 
got from one of the Official RAAF pages. Note that 
these are not 25 Sqn machines.  
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This is based on numerous references as no known photos exist of Swordfishes in Squadron service and as they were never repainted 
they flew in their standard FAA scheme. Others used were V4689,V6492,V6495 & V6494. 

 
Uppersurfaces - Extra Dark Sea Grey/ Dark Slate Grey 
Undersurfaces & Undercarraige Struts - Sky 
Wing Struts - Extra Dark Sea Grey 
Serial & 'ROYAL NAVY' - Black 
Insignia - Type ‘A’ Fin Flash - Red/White/Blue 
Type ‘Al’ Fuselage roundel - Yellow/Red/White/Blue 
Type ‘B’ Upperwing roundel - Red/Blue 
No Underwing roundels carried 
 
References - Flightpath Vol.7 No.1: AHSA Journal various issues: Air Enthusiast No.40 - The Swordfish Story (Ray Sturvivant): 
Squadrons of the Fleet Air Arm (Ray Sturvivant). 
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Swordfish Detail Photos (for that nut who want‘s to SU-
PER detail his model – there‘s always at least one).  
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Catalogue Number:  MAX 4808 

Scale: 1/48 (and 1/72) 

Contents and Media: One decal sheet and a double-sided page of drawings and instructions. 

Price: Approx. AUD$18 

Review Type: First Look 

Advantages: Two unique Australian versions  

Disadvantages: Appears to be some technical discrepancies, so good references will come in handy.  

Recommendation: Highly Recommended to anyone interested in RAAF subjects. 

Max Decals – DHC-2 Beavers – Selection Pt.1  Antarctic Aviation Series 

 
Reviewed by Ryan Hamilton 

Personally I had been waiting for the Hobbycraft release of the 1/48 
scale Beaver for sometime and when it finally arrived I had mixed feel-
ings. These stem from the price, kit detail and the choice of markings 
the kit supplied. My decision was to hold out for some after market de-
cals to built a more colorful DH Beaver. Max Decals have come to the 
party with there selection Antarctic Beaver. The set contains decals for 
four DH Beaver , two RAAF, one RNZAF and one Chilean Air Force, but 
with a little research several more color scheme can be produced. As 
suggested above, some technical discrepancies are evident from infor-
mation that I have available, always check your references (although I 
can suggest some correction). 
 
RAAF Beaver A95-201 – Australian National Antarctic 
Research Expedition 1956-57. 

This scheme is very unique as it depicts the RAAF Beaver with the kan-
garoo in a standing position, as these markings were indigenous to 
RAAF aircraft flying in the Antarctic. RAAF Beavers in this scheme were 
the ski version only. Although the instructions state that this aircraft is all 
over orange, this scheme was in fact all over yellow (all RAAF Beavers 
were delivered in this color). The instructions also indicate that this color  

 
scheme had standard RAAF kangaroo on the wings, where these would 
have been standing kangaroo to match the fuselage, or the standard 
RAF roundel. RAAF Kangaroo’s were not carried on the wings of RAAF 
aircraft till 1964. The word "Beaver" (decal 29) would have also been 
carried on the cockpit doors.  
 
Editor's Note- According to Modelcraft 3/71 (IPMS Aust) '201' carried 
'Miss Sheila' forward of the pilot's cockpit door in Red to port. A photo 
on P.167 of 'Australian Air Force Since 1911' by Parnell & Lynch con-
firms the use of 'D' type roundels (as used on RAAF aircraft of the time) 
above both wings. The Kangaroo roundels (first added during the 1954 
expedition) were an unofficial addition to the scheme at that stage as 
'Roo Roundels' were not introduced by the RAAF (on the fuselage) till 
1956. Thus these Beavers were the first aircraft to carry such. Accord-
ing to Modelcraft '201' was in Yellow-Orange in 1954.  
 
RAAF Beaver A95-205 – Australian National Antarctic 

Research Expedition 1962. 
This scheme depicts the RAAF Beaver upon its return to the Antarctic 
with the standard fuselage kangaroo’s and a large ANARE badge in 
front of the roundel. The instructions have correctly state that this air-
craft is all over orange as they were repainted before returning. Again 
the instructions also indicate that this scheme had standard RAAF kan-
garoo on the wings, where it would have standard RAF roundel.  The 
instructions have left out the dayglo patches that this color scheme had. 
This day-glow included the out wings, cowling, and the tail surface, from 
the rear of the tail insignia, excluding the rudder. This version also car-
ried the initial ANARE above and below the wings. 
 
Editor's Note - According to Modelcraft 3/71 (IPMS Aust) again, '205' 
during the 1962 expedition was basically painted as per the drawing 
above except that the Red stripe on the floats was actually 2 parellel 
stripes and the machine carried a ventral fuel tank (or at least I think 
that is what the bulge under the fuselage - not shown above - is). It also 
carried a Black anti-glare panel ahead of the cockpit and 'D' type roun-
dels below port and above starboard wings. The other wing positions 
(above port/ below starboard) had A.N.A.R.E in Black. According to 
Modelcraft '205' was in International Orange overall in 1962 with Day-
glow wingtips and Tail fin while in the Antarctic. These aircraft are very 
confusing as they could differ from Expedition to Expedition and were 
not necessarily all the same. For instance '202' was in a completely dif-
ferent scheme at the same time '201' was painted as above (in the 
same photo !!). 
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Beaver NZ6001 – RNZAF Antarctic Flight 1957-58. 

 
  
 This scheme depicts a Royal New Zealand Beaver operating in 1957-
58. All over orange with black trim. 
 
 
Chilean Air Force Beaver 907 – Antarctic, 1961. 

 
This scheme depicts a Chilean Air Force Beaver operating in 1961. All 
over Silver with dayglo orange panels and black trim. 

 
Other RAAF Beaver options not listed in the instruction, but possible with 
these decals -  
 
RAAF Beaver A95-201 – Delivery scheme. 
  
This scheme is similar to that of the one with kangaroo in a standing po-
sition, but replace all the roundels with RAF style roundels. This was the 
color scheme of the aircraft when it was delivered in September 1955 
Ed - According to all my sources the first 3 Beavers 201-203 were pur-
chased in 1954). 
 
Reference – "http://www.awm.gov.au/"     AWM Photo P00669.008 
 
RAAF Beaver A95-205 – with skies 
  
This scheme is similar to that of the RAAF float version, but to build the 
ski version - delete the ANARE badges, use the fin flash (decals 43 and 
NOT 44) and place it in the same position as ‘A95-201‘.  This aircraft is 
all over orange with no dayglo panels. 
 
Reference - "www.raafmuseum.com.au/research/index.htm"   

  
 RAAF Beaver A95-203 – Woomera 
  
 The Beaver A95-203 was the only Beaver to spend time as a liai-
son aircraft at Woomera. This aircraft was all over white, with 
Kangaroo roundels on the fuselage and RAF style rounds on the 
wings. Fin flash as per ‘A95-201‘, but you will have to source the 
spares box for the serial as ‘201‘ & ‘205’ are the only two serials 
supplied in these decals. 
 
Although it may sound as if MAX Decals may have missed the 
mark with their instructions, the decals are a must for anyone who 
wishes to add an Antarctic Beaver to their collection. I can highly 
recommend them. Too complement this set, they also have a set 
of DH Otter decals with the same theme (RAAF not included). De-

cals are well printed, but as stated on the instructions, &quot;have not 
been tested with proprietary decal softening solution&quot; so do take 
care. 
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Reviews by Steve Mackenzie 
 
 
  I have received copies of the latest two publications in the Ventura 
'Classic Warbirds' series of books from Malcolm Laird. Attached in 
the next two paragraphs is information on the format and the contents 
of each issue that Rex Barker posted on Hyperscale a few weeks ago 
(no use me re-inventing the wheel here). My specific comments are 
listed under conclusions below. Also attached are scans of the covers 
and a sample drawing from the Ventura advertising on their website. 
 
 These latest issues mark a major departure from his usual theme in 
that they don't concentrate on a single aircraft or tight theme as the 
first five issues did. Malcolm has decided to switch to a magazine-
style theme combining a number of non-related aircraft and aircraft 
themes. This allows him to use a lot of very interesting accumulated 
material that is not of sufficient quantity to justify a separate publica-
tion on it. He has also switched back to the original (Israeli & ANZAC 
Spits) style of fold-flat binding (rather than the squared-edge variety) 
to allow for plans to flow across the centre pages 

 
 Classic Warbirds Nr 6 has 66 pages - ten of which are in colour in-
cluding front and back covers. Three major themes are covered - 20 
pages of Foliage Green RAAF Beaufighters (with ten colour illustra-
tions plus front cover), 17 pages on early-production RAF Mk 9 Spit-
fires (with ten colour illustrations of Kiwi, Polish & Norwegian 
schemes) and the balance of the issue covers RNZAF Corsairs in the 
Pacific (10 colour illustrations). Loads of interesting new material, 
new photos and new colours/markings illustrations. Worth the price of 
admission alone are the superb centre-fold side-view plans of early 
Mk 9 Spits showing all the subtle variations of panels, intakes, bulges 
and altered cowlings. Pity a certain Japanese kit producer couldn't 
have accessed these plans when doing a certain new 1/48 Mk 9 Spit! 
Malcolm SURE knows his Spitfires! 

  
 Classic Warbirds Nr 7 continues the European Spits and Pacific 
RAAF theme of Nr 6. The 22 pages of Spitfire coverage covers the 
stories of two major Kiwi Spit pilots (Warren Schrader and Jeff West) 
plus more coverage of USAAF Mk Vs & PR.XIs plus SAAF Mk 9s.  

 
 
 
Included in the Kiwi section is a very interesting account of Douglas 
Bader's shooting-down (Jeff West was his Nr 2) plus Bader's colours/
markings are colour-illustrated here for the first time. Shark-mouth 
lovers are sure going to love the USAAF Mk Vc in desert colours il-
lustrated - oh, for a decal option for this beauty!! There is a brief 
chapter (8 pages) on Japanese surrender schemes including a num-
ber of colour illustrations. The rest of the issue is devoted to major 
chapters on the RAAF Boomerang and B-24 Liberator with very inter-
esting schemes not illustrated in colour before. 
 
 

Conclusions 
        
 Warbirds No.6 – First it should be noted that the number of colour 
illustrations that Rex listed for each type is the total of all views drawn 
(upper, lower, each side etc). There are actually 4 Beaufighters, 8 
Spitfires, 6 Corsairs & 1 Boomerang drawn in this issue. A fair bit of 
the Beaufighter material is from photos that I sent to Malcolm to en-
able him to have a greater range of photos to select from. 
 
 This book is highly recommended as virtually all the Spitfire material 
I had not seen prior to this, despite having a very comprehensive 
range of such stuff at my disposal. The Corsair and 93 Sqn Beau-
fighter material will also be of use to anyone looking for information 
on these subjects. Will be available locally for about A$25.00 ea if not 
already in the shops. 
 
 
 Warbirds No.7 – In this one there are 12 Spitfires, 3 Boomerangs, 3 
Liberators, 4 captured Jap aircraft & 1 Mustang drawn in profile. The 
Boomerang material is of special interest as there is good photos 
(most previously unpublished) of half a dozen aircraft with noseart 
including one 'Wanda-lust' from the elusive 83 Sqn. In addition there 
is two pages of detail photos of the cockpit etc of Dick Hourigan's re-
stored Boomerang in colour. No surprise to see that most of this pre-
viously unpublished Boomerang material comes via Dick who is 'the' 
authority on the C.A.C Boomerang and Wirraway. 
 
 The Spitfire material is also mostly new, fresh material as in volume 
#6. Especially interesting to me is the 40 Sqn SAAF Tactical Recce 
Spits in the Temperate Land Scheme (T.L.S) of Dark Green/ Dark 
Earth upper surfaces. I have been attempting to convince people for 
20 years that the Kittyhawks of 239 Wing that were used exclusively 
in the Tactical Army Co-operation role in Italy were mostly painted in 
the T.L.S scheme (and not Desert colours or overall Olive Drab up-
pers as most people still insist on illustrating). More proof that T.L.S 
was used on tactical aircraft in Italy !! 
 
 Highly recommended particularly for the Boomerang and Spitfire ma-
terial. Once again the local price will be around A$25.00. 

 
 

Reviewed by Steve Mackenzie  
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Display Models Apr & May 
Meetings  
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this publication does not 
have the 180+ photos comprising the models from the Apr and May meetings 
which are on the electronic (CD) version. This sample is all I can fit in here.                                                                                        
 
The photos are courtesy of Mick Elst. Thanks to Mick for permission to repro-
duce them. For those with an Internet connection who are not aware, Mick photo-
graphs ALL the models at every IPMS and APMA meeting (and also the occa-
sional AMMS meeting) with his digital camera and posts them to his website at 
‘http://www.fortunecity.com/skyscraper/siliconex/1710/Link_page.html’ usually 
within a couple of days after the meeting. 
 
Mick's site includes many more photos than those presented here. There could be 
anything from 1-6 photos of each model on his site. A visit is greatly recom-
mended 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
. 

 


